NewsRoom Daily Activity Plan
It’s never been more important to share positive news stories with our children! Stories about good
news, interesting news or even strange news can be a great way to help your child explore the world
around them.
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Our suggested structure is here to help your child engage with good news stories and practise their key learning
skills. By using the tasks, your child will be able to learn about positive things happening across the world at this
time, as well as practices their reading, writing and investigation skills.

Look at the picture in the news story. What could this story be about? Why do
you think the editor chose that picture? Read the headline — What might have
happened? Why is it in the news?
(2-3 minutes)

Read the news story. As you read, think about the 5 Ws:
• What has happened?
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World News

Cow on the Run Is
Caught by Police
in Florida

• Who is the news story about?

What was the runaway cow?

• Where did it happen?

• Police in Florida have been trying to catch a cow that
had been on the run.
• They asked people to watch out for “a loose cow”
wanted for “MOOving violations”.

• When did it happen?
• Why did it happen? Why is this story in the news?
(5 minutes)

Look at the reading questions. Read the news story again and answer the questions.
Remember to read one question at a time and look for evidence in the news story
to answer it. If you can’t answer a question, put a star next to it and come back
to it later.

April Fools’ Day is today! It’s a time where
people traditionally play jokes or try to catch
each other out.
To celebrate, Twinkl NewsRoom has found
some stories that sound unlikely but are actually
true. It seems that sometimes the truth really is
stranger than fiction!
Have you ‘herd’ about the runaway cow?
In Pembroke Pines, Florida, the police put up
mysterious wanted posters. They were not
seeking a person...they wanted a cow!
The police said on social media that, “For
several months, a loose cow has been seen
wandering” in the Pembroke Pines area.
The police wrote a light-hearted message on
the wanted posters, saying the cow was wanted
for “MOOving violations”.
Police described the cow as “Faster than it
looks” and a “talented fence jumper.” The cow
was also fond of swimming pools!
The police also said on social media that
the cow had “evaded capture” but was not
considered dangerous.
The cow also caused traffic chaos, walking
across a busy highway. Cars had to dodge
the cow as it wandered across the hectic
stretch of road.
However, the cow’s days on the run are now
over! Police managed to trap it.
The cow and the police, though, left on good
terms.
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Illustration: The runaway cow.

media: “We wish the cow well on its future
adventures.”
The story of the runaway cow is not the
only strange story that NewsRoom came
across. You may think superheroes should be
able to predict the future! Unfortunately, for
Batman fans, this wasn’t the case. A replica of
the Caped Crusader’s car was towed away in
Moscow, Russia.
The police said the life-sized ‘Batmobile’ was
not roadworthy because it was too wide for the
city’s streets. It seems that owning a superhero’s
car is no excuse for not following the rules!

Glossary
traditionally Something that has
happened for a long time.
violations Examples of breaking the
law.

1.

Strange but True!

evaded To avoid something or to
escape from a situation.

Questions

replica An almost identical copy
of something.

stranger than fiction!’
The phrase the ‘truth is stranger than fiction’ suggests that...
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real-life situations can be more unusual than a story plot.
storybooks are boring.
don’t read fiction - just stick to non-fiction.
factual books are more entertaining.
2. ‘The police, though, wrote a light-hearted message on the posters’.
Tick the word that is closest in meaning to ‘light-hearted’.
basic
coded
humorous
serious

(10 minutes)

3. Why does the author use quotations marks for the word ‘herd’ in ‘Have you ‘herd’ about
the runaway cow?’ Explain your answer.

4. How do you think the emotions of the police officers changed while they hunted the
runaway cow?

Finally, it’s time to look at the exploration tasks on the sheet or website. These
come with three activities:
• Explore. This is a great chance to dive deeper into the news. It could also be an
opportunity to get the Internet and books out and do some research!
• Write. This writing prompt is a great way to get your child writing about something
relevant and linked to the good news story.
• Investigate. This is a chance for your child to find something out for themselves! it
could be a puzzle to solve, an experiment to conduct or something else entirely !
The image activity sheet also has a range of activities you can try with your child.

5. In the section about the Batmobile, find and copy a word that means ‘safe to drive on
the streets.’

6. What do you think the driver of the Batmobile will do next? Explain your answer.
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